Music Makes the Movies
Since the very first silent films, music has been essential to the
movie storytelling process.
Music can create a convincing atmosphere for your setting, help
tell your story and strike an emotional chord, all of which are
elements that will have your audience wanting more.
Be sure to check out all the other topnotch and timely columns on
TheVillageCollector.com – “Just So You Know (JSYK)” by David
Spears, Larry Treadwell, Brian Vaill’s “The Train Station,” Thea
Heyink’s videos in “The Creation Station,” “Phil & Sue’s Village”
construction (new from England!), and “Coach is Here” by
webmaster Bill Channell. Please keep visiting the Village Videos
page and watch, watch, watch. There is a new batch of village
videos on the 15th of each month. So many ideas, so little time…
and not enough money.

Incorporating music into your own village videos can not only
make your final cut more interesting, but it also allows the
audience to connect emotionally to your characters and their
situation, and you, the video maker, to reinforce your story
and/or message.
For example, a scene of a happy couple exiting the church after
having just been married would probably include an inserted love
song to match what the characters were feeling at that moment.
Just remember that the music and the picture should relate
to one another to inspire the desired effect upon the
audience.
Think this sounds like a hard thing to do? You’re right. Using
music to connect with your audience on a higher level is a tricky
thing because choosing the right piece of music could make or
break a video. The trick is, don't over think your decision and go
ahead and experiment.

The Importance of the Emotional Impact
It doesn’t take much to realize that we have in our minds plenty
of songs and musical pieces from movies. Many of them remind

us of a certain individual, a time in our lives, and even places
we’ve been to. That’s because music and other musical elements
are key in audiovisual projects, given the fact that, for us to
comprehend and process music, our brains resort to that exact
same part responsible for triggering, and to some extent
controlling, emotions and memories.
Our brains can establish an emotional bond between a piece of
music and something either positive, sad, joyful, negative, etc.
The fact that most audiovisual projects include music, original
soundtrack songs and other musical elements suggests that
actually all these elements help make the storytelling more
enticing, digestible and memorable. They tend to make our
associated memory equal in strength to the emotions they cause
— which is why we remember these pieces and associate what’s
happening in the audiovisual project with things we’ve
experienced before.

Making the most out of our bodies’ capability to associate music
and musical elements through our long-term memory is
something achieved not only through the composition but also
through the editing process. Of course, there are basic ways to
make sure the audience responds accordingly: if the lyrics of a
song used in a film match what is happening in the moving

images, our brain will not only remember that special
scene but also will help us bond deeper with what is going
on as we look for associations from a possible past.
The visuals in an audiovisual project trigger our capability to pay
attention to what’s happening, but when melody and melodic
elements come in, they sort of create this hypnotic effect, making
the audience get involved to a much deeper extent. In a wider
general sense, music and musical elements not only help set the
tone for a video’s personality but also to create bonds with the
audiences.

This next article I found is so cool that I’m giving it to you as is.
Ooh là là! Music evokes at least 13 emotions. Scientists
have mapped them.
By Yasmin Anwar, Media Relations| JANUARY 6, 2020
UC Berkeley scientists have surveyed more than 2,500 people in
the United States and China about their emotional responses to
these and thousands of other songs from genres including rock,

folk, jazz, classical, marching band, experimental and heavy
metal.
The upshot? The subjective experience of music across cultures
can be mapped within at least 13 overarching feelings:
Amusement, joy, eroticism, beauty, relaxation, sadness,
dreaminess, triumph, anxiety, scariness, annoyance, defiance,
and feeling pumped up.
“Imagine organizing a massively eclectic music library by emotion
and capturing the combination of feelings associated with each
track. That’s essentially what our study has done,” said study
lead author Alan Cowen, a UC Berkeley doctoral student in
neuroscience.
Cowen and fellow researchers have translated the data into
an interactive audio map where visitors can move their cursors to
listen to any of thousands of music snippets to find out, among
other things, if their emotional reactions match how people from
different cultures respond to the music.

Potential applications for these research findings range from
informing psychological and psychiatric therapies designed to

evoke certain feelings to helping music streaming services like
Spotify adjust their algorithms to satisfy their customers’ audio
cravings or set the mood.
What Music Can I Use?
To start, you should first research royalty free and public
domain music online. This music is often available at no charge,
and the artists that compose them will not expect payment. This
is the absolutely safest way to avoid any copyright
infringement.
When you upload your village video to YouTube, do NOT try to
monetize your video. There are boxes to check for monetizing
(making money) an uploaded video. Leave them alone; you are
there just to entertain.

You can use copyrighted songs, but you must be careful.
No matter where you get your music, however, you should
always cite your source and give musical recognition in the
closing credits of your film or in your YouTube video description.
Proper music citation is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
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name of the artist
name of the song
title of the album
manufacturer (e.g., EMI, Tommy Boy, Warner Brothers)
year it was produced

It will look like this in MLA format:
Doe, John. "Song Title." Album Title. Manufacturer, Year.
Put your citations in the Description (when uploading) or add
them as a caption or credits inside the video.
So, how much Christmas music is there? In early December
2014, crack music data nerd Aaron Daubman dove into the
Spotify Echo Nest music catalog and found 914,047
Christmas tracks – that’s just under a million Christmas tracks.
Let’s unwrap this dataset to see what we can find. First, some
basic stats: Those 914,047 tracks represent 180,660 unique
songs and they were created by 63,711 unique artists – from
Aaron Neville to Zuma the King. The top 20 artists with the most
Christmas tracks in the Spotify catalog are all pre-Beatles’ artists!

There are several ways to purchase music via downloading online – Google Play, Apple Music (iTunes Store), Amazon, Walmart,
beatport.com, eMusic.com, Juno Download, Bleep.com,
Boomcat.com and Spotify among the most used. Most single
songs cost from $0.99 to $1.29 each.
If you purchase and download songs onto your phone, you may
have to figure out a way to transfer them to your computer. It
turns out there are many ways:

https://www.imobie.com/support/music-from-iphone-tocomputer-free.htm
I have the iTunes app on my iPhone, and iTunes software
installed on my computer. Both devices use the Cloud for storage,
so whatever song lands on my iPhone simultaneously lands on
my computer, and vice versa.
In general, stay away from the most popular artists. If they
are singing a decades-old royalty-free song you will likely be
okay. Here is a good source for what Christmas songs are
royalty-free.

10 Sites to Download Royalty Free Christmas Music (6:44)
MUO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqdqiEP6QQk
If you want to be extra careful and know a little more about
copyrighted music, try watching these two short videos.
Fair Use - Copyright on YouTube (5:11)
YouTube Creators
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PvjRIkwIl8&t=5s

Music and Copyright - Copyright on YouTube (3:39)
YouTube Creators
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qe17meaudTI
I’ve experienced copyright trouble with the Beatles and B.B. King
songs. I would imagine that Michael Jackson songs would also be
problematic because he purchased the rights to the Beatles’ song
list. Here is what happens when you run afoul with copyright.
Bots
An Internet bot, web robot, robot or simply bot, is a software
application that runs automated tasks (scripts) over the
Internet. Typically, bots perform tasks that are simple and
repetitive, much faster than a person could. The most extensive
use of bots is for web crawling, in which an automated script
fetches, analyzes and files information from web servers.
The copyright bots have been unleashed, they have a mind of
their own, and there is little that can be done to stop them.

Copyright bots, otherwise known as content recognition software,
are automated programs that can analyze audio and video
clips uploaded to a platform (like YouTube or Facebook), then
compare those Clips against a database of content provided by
copyright owners to identify matches. The copyright owners can
then review the identified matches to assess if they are actual

copies, if they are authorized or not, and if any action is
warranted.
Some programs utilizing copyright bots offer their own
enforcement procedures to customers, while other programs are
partnered with law firms that will act on behalf of the copyright
owners to enforce their rights, including sending demand letters
and filing lawsuits.
Copyright owners can use a system called Content ID to easily
identify and manage their content on YouTube. Videos uploaded
to YouTube are scanned against a database of files that have
been submitted to YouTube by content owners.
Copyright owners get to decide what happens when content in a
video on YouTube matches a work they own. When this happens,
the video gets a Content ID claim. Your video will be blocked
from viewing.
On YouTube you can then file to contest the claim and in about
7 to 10 days an actual human will review your claim and
adjudicate it.

In my 2019 Christmas village video I used a parody song called
“Jesus’s Birthday” which sounded remarkably similar to the
Beatles’ song “Birthday” from their White Album. The bots found

it and blocked my video. I filed and contested their claim. The
most ironic thing about my claim was that I downloaded “Jesus’s
Birthday” from YouTube itself. The net result was I won my claim
but lost about 11 days during early December when I could have
had hundreds of viewings launching my newest video on
Facebook and YouTube. I missed the “high season.”
Generally, the more obscure an artist or song is, the more likely
you will have no problems. A minor hobby of mine is searching
for excellent obscure Christmas songs. “Jesus’s Birthday” was
truly obscure, but the parody sounded way too much like the
original, enough to confound artificial intelligence.
I hunt all year for new-to-me Christmas songs and different
arrangements. I usually have 3 to 5 songs (or partial songs) in
my annual village video. I look for songs with lyrics that I can
bring to life with the figurines and accessories in vignettes.

As I learned from the great muse, pammyj100 – the secret is
following the song and make the characters, scenes and
vignettes fit the lyrics.
I can play music from my iPhone through my car’s audio system.
I set up a playlist of “candidate songs” in my iPhone’s Music app
for the next year’s video, and during the year while driving to and
from work I listen and imagine vignette scenes and figurines that

I can stage to follow the lyrics. Candidate songs can exit and
enter the playlist during the year while I go through my make-upyour-mind process.

The vignettes chosen may or may not actually make it fully
staged into my final village display. Sometimes I use just the
figurines and a building or two to stage a short scene explicitly for
the video.
I often “work backwards” when story-boarding my video. If I
have some exciting lyrics to work with, I’ll use the song’s lyrics to
build the storyboard of scenes.

In my next column in The Village Collector, we’ll cover the
formula for creating a successful village video. I’ll try to do better
next time.

On a side note, my wife has informed me that the Hallmark
Channels have now started playing Christmas movies almost nonstop. She’s in Santa heaven! Please spend some time with the
sound off just looking at how scenes are photographically

composed. Their directors of photography do a great job of
following the rules of photography and video composition. You
can review these in my columns #4, #5, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11,
and #12.
Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome. I’ll
do my best! You can contact me at: jpetersgolfpro@gmail.com,
419 Washington Avenue, Newport, KY 41071.

